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Fiat Doblo Category:All-wheel-drive vehicles Category:Cars of Italy Category:2010s cars Category:Mid-size cars Category:Vans
Category:Vans of Italy Category:Luxury vehicles Category:Minivans Category:Sport compact cars Category:Compact cars
Category:Cars introduced in 2012 Category:2010s carsBoris Johnson has said he believes the nation’s “collective memory” is
“rooted in old bigotry”, following the Tory MP’s decision to quit as Party chairman. Mr Johnson was the surprise winner of a
ballot by Conservative MPs on Friday, making him deputy prime minister, in a move that saw him replace Theresa May as party
leader. Despite strong support from MPs, critics have said Mr Johnson’s appointment to the post of head of government will see
the once popular Boris Johnson lose public favour. Mr Johnson, who is the most high-profile figure to quit as party chairman in
recent years, had to face criticism from the new prime minister himself as he unveiled his reshuffle on Friday morning.
Speaking to Sky News, Mr Johnson was asked if he would tackle the “problem” of large numbers of elderly white men making
up a significant part of the Party’s membership. He said: “The national memory – the memory of our country and of our nation
– is rooted in old bigotry and that is what we need to tackle as we go forward.” Mr Johnson added that he hopes “we can move in
a direction that also involves the whole of the Party”, though he did not give specifics. After the announcement, he told the BBC
that Mr Raab had been a “rock-solid” supporter of the government but suggested his departure could allow the Tories to start
“fresh”. Mr Johnson was forced to apologise on Thursday for an apparently racist remark about foreign investors in December
2016, saying he had apologised to the businessman at the time and would apologise again. He said: “What I've actually done is to
say that I am very sorry for the offence I have caused, and I have written a private letter of apology." Mr Johnson was first
elected as the MP for Henley in 2005, but resigned as an MP in 2009, having lost his seat in the 2010 election. f678ea9f9e
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